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Abstract  

Arctic wilderness is increasingly utilized as a venue for major endurance sport events. Subsequently 

adventure tourism products are developed in the wake of a growing popularity of extreme sports. 

The focus of this study is on events and tourist activities in the two dogsledding races, The Finnmark 

Race (Finnmarksløpet) arranged in Finnmark, Norway, and Iditarod, arranged in Alaska, USA.  The 

main purpose of this study is to investigate how wild nature as a venue for endurance sport events 

both stimulates and create opportunities for touristic activities. The event venue becomes a “gate 

opener” for new tourism activities. 

Firstly, the paper presents the nature event venue, developed and sustained through local nature 

and culture. Secondly, it explore how the sport event participants are partaking in a staged journey 

across vast natural landscape and through small villages, where the participants are locals and 

adventure tourists. Thirdly, the paper emphasize how tourism are developed with businesses related 

to dogsledding tourism, where they in the event off-season, are offering dogsledding experiences in 

the particular nature event venue. Fourthly, it shows that also individual tourists and locals make use 

of the event venue outside the event, based on knowledge through the event. 

The theoretical approach is on the concept of sport events and tourism development, where lifestyle 

entrepreneurs are developing tourism products staged in the nature, which is the event venue for 

sport event activities. Findings in this paper is from interviews with participants and the author 

participatory fieldwork in the two dogsledding races. Data from social media and blogs of 

participants, official web pages of event organizer and tourism companies, are also used. 

 


